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Summary

Quebec’s mineral industry cluster
makes a substantial contribution to
the Quebec economy:
• A contribution of nearly $7 billion to the GDP
(2007), equivalent to 2.4% of Quebec GDP;
• More than 52,000 jobs (full-time equivalent),
including 36,000 direct jobs and 16,000 jobs
(full-time equivalent) in the Quebec supplier  1
network (2006);
• Wages estimated at $1.9 billion (2008),
excluding suppliers’ employees, with wages
42% higher than the average wage in Quebec.
The taxes paid by the industry more
than make up for the public sector’s
tax support:
• Average annual net tax revenues of $281 million
for the Quebec government since 2000, in
addition to those generated by investment
activities and corporate taxes;
•T
 he Quebec government’s tax incentives
have contributed to the opening of 10 new
mines in Quebec since 2000;
•$
 8 billion in total exports (raw and processed
metals and minerals) in 2008, with average
annual growth of 8.2% since 2000.

Although the Quebec mineral industry
cluster was affected by the global
financial crisis, recovery is already
well under way:
• A 36% increase in the value of exports
between the low point in January 2009 and
July 2009, greater than that for exports of
goods as a whole;
• 1 0 capital projects announced (including nine
major projects of $200 million or more
per project), for a total of approximately
$4 billion.
As well, a regional innovation system
integrating private and public initiatives
contributes to:
• technological breakthroughs in fields such
as hydrogen-fuelled underground vehicles,
blasting platforms, or fragmentation or
chemical dissolution (lixiviation) technologies
that are innovative in terms of their cost and
reduced environmental impact;
•c
 ommercial breakthroughs, as evidenced by
the growth in equipment manufacturers’
exports (14% annual growth rate in the value
of exports since 2000).
On the regional level, the industry contributes
to communities through targeted initiatives
that involve more than 1,000 local non-profit
organizations, in addition to contributing to
the development of a network of more than
3,800 suppliers in Quebec, 1,800 of which are
located in the Montreal region.

Source: Statistics Canada, Catalogue no 26-223-X, Metal
ore mining, 2006; Catalogue no 26-226-X, Non-metallic
mineral mining and quarrying, 2006; Catalogue no.
72-002-X, Jobs, earnings and hours, December 2007.
Institut de la statistique du Québec, 2004 multipliers.
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La production de
ce rapport
n’aurait
pu se faire sans la
collaboration et
la contribution de
diverses parties
prenantes de la
filière :
• Ressources naturelles
Canada,
(secteur des minéraux et des
métaux);
• Ministère des Ressources
Naturelles et de la Faune,
Secteur des Mines, (Direction
de l’Imposition minière, Direction
de la Restauration des sites
miniers);
• Comité Sectoriel de Maind’œuvre de l’industrie des
mines;
• Ministère des Finances;
• Institut de la Statistique du
Québec, (Direction des
Statistiques économiques et du
Développement durable, secteur

 Source : Statistique Canada, Catalogue No. 26-223-X
‘Extraction de minerais métalliques’, 2006 - Catalogue
No. 26-226-X ‘Extraction de minerais non-métalliques’,
2006, Catalogue 72-002-XIB ‘Emploi, gain et travail’
décembre 2007.
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des mines);
• Statistique Canada;
• Chaire industrielle de
recherche en
environnement et gestion
des rejets miniers,
Polytechniques-UQAT;
• Chaire de recherche en
restauration des sites
miniers abandonnés,
Université du Québec en
Abitibi-Témiscamingue;
• Consortium de recherche
minérale COREM;
•G
 roupe MISA (Mines-InnovationSolution Application);
•S
 OREDEM (Société de recherche
et développement minier).

La collaboration
de ces partenaires
a été précieuse et
nous les en
remercions.

Approach

This study was conducted by examining a body of primary data (survey and interviews) and
secondary data (existing statistics) in order to compile an updated portrait of the industry. The
Statistics Canada statistical system was selected because it uses the same conventions for all sectors
and thus allows for aggregations and comparisons that would not otherwise be possible.

Industry structure

Limits

The government system of statistical information divides the different activities in the mineral
industry cluster into three categories: exploration, mining and quarrying, and processing.
While the activities of each of the categories are
relatively well documented, the statistical
portrait of the entire mineral industry cluster has
yet to be established. The following definitions
served as the basis for the analysis:

Using the Statistics Canada system does have
some limits with respect to the age of the most
recent data. As well, some components of the
industry present major hurdles when it comes to
measuring their level of activity. This is the case
with mining exploration, where several constraints and difficulties of a practical nature were
encountered in estimating employment levels
(e.g. estimating jobs in terms of person-years in
an industry where contract work is widespread;
temporary nature of establishments). Moreover,
many contacts with mining exploration firms
indicated that Statistics Canada may have
underestimated the number of jobs. On the
specific point of jobs in the exploration sector,
E&B DATA believes that there may be a high
margin of error in the official statistics, without
affecting the orders of magnitude presented in
this document for the overall mineral industry
cluster.

•E
 xploration 2 includes activities that support mining (mines and quarries), excluding oil
and gas. They are primarily prospecting activities, sampling (e.g. drilling) and activities leading to the development of a mine complex.
• Mining and quarrying of metallic ore
(e.g. gold, iron, copper, nickel, zinc, titanium,
niobium) and non-metallic minerals 3 (e.g. cement, stone, salt) includes processing and
enrichment. This includes plants that process
these minerals, whether or not they are located
near the mine sites.

NAICS 213 (Support activities for mining and oil and
gas extraction). NAICS: North American Industry
Classification System, the coding system for economic
activity used by Statistics Canada.
3
NAICS 2122 (Metal ore mining) and 2123 (Non-metallic
mineral mining and quarrying). Crushing, grinding,
cleaning, drying, agglomeration, calcination, chemical
dissolution, gravity separation or flotation operations.
4
NAICS 327 (Non-metallic mineral product
manufacturing), NAICS 3311 (Iron and steel mills and
ferroalloy manufacturing), NAICS 3314 (Non-ferrous
metal (except aluminum) production and processing),
and NAICS 3315 (Foundries).
5
The manufacturing of non-metallic mineral products
comprises establishments involved in the cutting,
grinding, shaping and finishing of granite, marble,
limestone, slate and other stone. The sector also
includes establishments that prepare non-metallic
minerals (mixing, firing) to manufacture such products
as bricks, ceramics, cement and glass.
6
The manufacturing sub-sectors for primary metals
considered for this study include: a) metallurgy (cast
iron and processing of pig iron into steel for the
production of simple forms of iron and steel), b)
production and processing of non-ferrous metals
(except aluminum) and c) foundries (pouring molten
metal into moulds to manufacture parts, excluding
forging and stamping).
2

• P rocessing 4 of minerals includes the
non-metallic mineral products manufacturing
sector 5 and some sub-sectors of the primary
metals manufacturing industry 6, excluding
those activities not based on mineral resources
mined in Quebec (e.g. bauxite).
This analysis focuses on the processing chain
for Quebec minerals, from exploration to their
processing in Quebec. The observation unit is
employment (direct and indirect jobs) as well as
business establishments whose main activity
comprises the above-mentioned operations.

5
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Jobs
Reasons for this analysis
The level of employment is an important indicator
of activity in an industry. This indicator is even
more revealing when examining the entire value
chain in an industry cluster and reviewing
workers’ earnings. As well, the importance of an
industry in a given territory is not measured solely
by the “direct” activity of industry establishments,
but also by that of local suppliers, i.e. those
operating in Quebec. So-called “indirect” jobs
(measured in terms of full-time equivalent)
generated by the supplier network are a measure
of this activity. Different techniques can be used
to estimate this impact, either analyzing accounts
payable of companies in the industry cluster or
using inter-industry (input-output) modeling
techniques.

1. JOBS

CONCLUSIONS
FOR QUEBEC
Average annual wage of
workers in the mineral industry
Quebec- 2006 7

There are 1,376 business establishments in
Quebec’s mineral industry cluster: 280 in
exploration, 192 in mining and quarrying, and
904 in processing (2006).
In total, the mineral industry cluster generates a
little more than 52,000 direct and indirect jobs
(full-time equivalent)8 in Quebec, with 6% in
exploration, 26% in mining and quarrying, and
68% in processing.
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Of these 52,000 jobs, more than 36,000 are
direct jobs9 based on the most recent statistics
(2006) and approximately 16,000 (full-time
equivalent) in the supplier network10.

MINING
EXPLORATION

MINING

PROCESSING OF
MINERALS

AVERAGE EARNINGS
IN MINERAL INDUSTRY
CLUSTER

Average annual wage in sector 11-33
(Manufacturing, processing of raw materials, public
services, excluding construction)
Average annual wage, Quebec economy

Source: Statistics Canada, Catalogue no 26-223-X , Metal
ore mining, 2006; Catalogue no 26-226-X, Non-metallic
mineral mining and quarrying, 2006; Catalogue
no 72-002-X Employment, earnings and hours,
December 2007. Based on average weekly earnings
of all workers (production workers and related workers)
including overtime and salaries and wages for the metal
and non-metallic sectors. Average annual earnings are
weighted by the number of jobs.
8 
Sources: Statistics Canada, Catalogue no 26-223-X, Metal
ore mining; Catalogue no 26-226-X, Non-metallic mineral
mining and quarrying; Catalogue no 72-002-X,
Employment, earnings and hours, December 2007.
9
Sources: Statistics Canada, Catalogue no 26-223-X,
Catalogue no 26-226-X, Catalogue no 72-002-X, 2006.
10
E&B Data estimate, based on impact multipliers from
Institut de la statistique du Québec, 2004. Double
counting taken into consideration.
11
See Approach on the question of jobs in exploration. The
industry estimates that this figure is lower than the actual
figure. The inter-industry tables used by E&B Data are
based on the structure of the Quebec industry in the early
2000s and cannot therefore reflect the strong trend to
outsourcing in this industry over the past decade.
12
These figures are based on average weekly earnings for
all workers (production workers and related workers)
including overtime. Average annual earnings are weighted
by the number of jobs.
7 

With regard to direct jobs, while there are
relatively few jobs upstream (2,000 people
in exploration 11), job numbers are larger
downstream (9,200 in mining and quarrying,
and 25,100 in processing). This corresponds to
estimated total workers’ wages of $1.9 billion
(2008).
In relative terms, the average income of direct
workers in the mineral industry cluster was
$53,000 in 2006, which is 16% higher than in
the manufacturing sector ($45,100) and 42%
higher than in the Quebec economy overall
(average of $37,400). For all of the industry
cluster’s sub-sectors, average incomes exceed
the average for the primary and secondary
sectors, i.e. 43% higher for mining exploration
at $64,400, 51% for mining and quarrying at
$68,400 and 3% for processing at $46,50012.
For the jobs generated by the mineral industry
cluster in the Quebec supplier network, most of
them (10,399, or 66% of jobs with suppliers) are
in processing, 28% (4,445) in mining and
quarrying, and 6% (900) in exploration.

7
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1. JOBS

1. JOBS

More than 3,800 suppliers, both in the regions
and in large urban centres, have created these
jobs. For example, these suppliers are in the
following categories:
•S
 pecialized technical services (e.g. surveying,
geophysics, drilling, machining);
•P
 rofessional services (legal and financial
services, insurance);

9

There is a perception that the mineral industry
cluster is exclusive to the regions, especially
remote regions. This perception, based primarily
on exploration, mining and quarrying activities,
does not do justice to the mineral industry
cluster’s activity as a whole, since the industry
cluster also relies on networks of suppliers that
are not necessarily located near the mineral
industry’s establishments.

•S
 tructures (e.g. materials, support, risers and
related services);
•M
 achinery (e.g. crushers, grinders, cranes and
related services);
•T
 ransportation services (e.g. road, rail,
maritime and air) and transportation support
(e.g. transportation equipment, mechanics
and other maintenance activities);
• Energy (e.g.: natural gas, electricity, oil);
•R
 esearch and development (e.g.: improving
productivity, new machinery, new processes);
• Engineering consulting firms;
• Other (safety, health, training).

Distribution of mining-industry suppliers in Montreal region
Of the 3,800 suppliers identified in Quebec, 1,800 are located in the Montreal region, including
900 on the Island of Montreal. In addition, 250 suppliers are located in the Quebec City region.
Note: The suppliers
considered are those that
served the six leading
mineral companies in 2008,
i.e. Inmet (Troilus mine),
Agnico-Eagle (La Ronde,
Lapa, Goldex), ArcelorMittal
Mines Canada (Mont Wright
mine, Port Cartier complex),
Xstrata (Raglan mine), QIT
(Lac Tio mine, Sorel-Tracy
complex) and Iamgold
(Mouska and Doyon mines).
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LEVERAGE
Reasons for this analysis
Several economic indicators are needed to
determine the importance of a given sector of
economic activity. The impact of some sectors is
highly visible because their activities are located
throughout a territory (e.g. agrifood) or because
they have a high level of employment (e.g. clothing industry). Others, such as the mineral industry cluster, make a less obvious but no less real
contribution to the Quebec economy.
An industry’s contribution to the economy of a
given territory can be evaluated on the basis of
variables such as the number of establishments,
jobs, sales (shipments), investments and exports,
in both absolute and relative terms. Here, the
proposed framework for comparison is that of
primary industries involved in natural resource
extraction (agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mines)
in addition to secondary industries (construction,
manufacturing).

2. LEVERAGE

Comparison of mineral industry cluster with goods production
sector – Quebec - 2006

1.4%

NUMBER
OF ESTABLISHMENTS

5.1%

NUMBER
OF DIRECT
JOBS

7.1%

SHIPMENTS

10%

INVESTMENT*

12%

EXPORTS

Sources: Statistics Canada 13

Conclusions
for Quebec
In comparison with previously defined sectors,
the mineral industry cluster represents 1.4% of
establishments, 5% of jobs, 7% of shipments, 10%
of investments and 12% of exports.

 Statistics Canada, Catalogue no 26-223-X, Metal ore
mining, 2006; Catalogue no 26-226-X, Non-metallic
mineral mining and quarrying, 2006; Catalogue
no 72-002-X, Jobs, earnings and hours, December 2007.
Number of establishments, Dec. 2007, Table 381-0016.
Provincial gross output at basic prices, Table 031-0002.
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Comparing the Quebec mineral industry cluster
with the entire goods production sector reveals
the leverage effect the industry has in Quebec.
Without considering its indirect effects on employment or tax effects, and despite its small
number of establishments, the mineral industry
cluster represents a significant proportion of
shipments and investments and an even larger
share of exports in Quebec. In total, the mineral
industry cluster contributes nearly $7 billion to
the GDP (2007), or 2.4% of Quebec’s GDP.

Flow and stocks of fixed non-residential capital,
Canadian trade by industry (NAICS codes). 2006 data,
the most recent year for comparative data, except for
shipments (2005).
*Investment includes mining and quarrying, oil and
gas extraction, and non-metallic mineral products
manufacturing sectors.
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EXPORTS
Comparative growth of Quebec’s main export sectors

-

20 %

growth in global exports

18 %
16 %
14 %
12 %
10 %

Transportation equipment

8%
6%
4%
2%

Mineral products
and processing of
minerals

Petroleum and plastic
products

Electrical -and
electronic products
and machinery
Aluminum and
aluminum products

-

Forest products

0%
-10 %

-5 %

0%

5%

10 %

15 %

annual growth in quebec exports

Interpreting the graph: The vertical axis represents the rate of growth (2002-2007) for all
exports in all countries for the industries identified. The horizontal axis represents the rate
of growth in Quebec exports for the same period, and the size of the circles indicates an
industry’s share of exports in the total amount of Quebec goods exported in 2007.
Sources: Statistics Canada, United Nations 14

 Statistics Canada. Canadian trade by industry (HS codes),
International merchandise trade statistics, United Nations
Statistics Division.
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3. EXPORTS
Comparison of value of
exports of raw and processed
ore and all exported products
Quebec, 2000-2008 – Base of 100
for 2000

160
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Reasons for
this analysis
By analyzing the value of exports, it is possible
to identify “base sectors,” i.e. those that enrich
the economy as a whole by bringing in foreign
currency. In addition, growth of the international
market for the various industries reveals trends
in demand. This analysis therefore makes it
possible to determine if an industry is in an
international context favourable to its growth or
not. This is especially true when emerging from
a global financial crisis that affected all sectors
of the economy.

Conclusions
for Quebec

80
2000

2001

2002

Exports of raw
and processed ore

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

totals exports
of goods

Comparison of the value of
exports of raw ore and all
exported products
Quebec, September 2008–September
2009 – Base of 100 for Sept. 2008

140
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In 2007, the mineral industry cluster’s products
represented close to 12% of goods exported in
Quebec. From 2002 to 2007, the annual rate of
growth in mineral industry cluster exports was
11%, while worldwide growth in exports in this
industry was 16%. Although it performs well
compared to other Quebec export sectors,
there is potential for additional international
growth in this sector.
Total value of exports (raw and processed
metals and minerals) in 2008 was $8 billion,
representing annual average growth of 8.2%
since 2000. Growth picked up pace as of 2003,
with an annual average increase of more than
11.5% in the value of exports for ore and more
than 18% for the entire mineral industry cluster
(2003 to 2008).
Of course, the mineral industry cluster’s exports
were affected at the start of the financial crisis
in October 2008, but rebounded in early 2009.
In September 2009, the value of ore exports,
although volatile, had slightly surpassed the
level in the previous year (September 2008)
whereas the value of all Quebec goods exported
remained nearly 25% below the level in
September 2008.
Recent data on Quebec mineral exports therefore seems to show that the Quebec’s mineral
industry cluster was less affected by the crisis
than any other export sector in Quebec.

2008 Sept.

Total Exports
of raw ore

2008 Dec.

2009 March

2009 June

2009 Sept.

totals exports
of goods

Source: Industry Canada, Trade by Product (HS codes)
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Growth of an equipment
manufacturing industry
and specialized suppliers
Reasons for this analysis
The presence of a given industry sometimes leads to the emergence of another industrial sector in the same area. In
response to regular demands from an industry, local suppliers, because of their proximity, may respond without any
prior expertise in the mining sector (e.g.: machine shops). With experience, some may develop new products, obtain
the required certifications and export the products. Local equipment manufacturers and suppliers of specialized
products and services can thus take over from foreign suppliers. The growth of an equipment manufacturing industry
and specialized suppliers has received little attention so far, due partly to the fact that equipment manufacturing
activities have not had a strong presence historically in Quebec.

4. Growth of an equipment manufacturing industry and specialized suppliers
Evolution in exports of mining and quarrying equipment, and oil
and gas equipment compared to total exports of goods –
Quebec – 2000-2008 – millions of $
250
230
210
69,000

190
170
150

64,000

130
110

59,000

90
70

54,000

50
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

mining equipment; oil and
gas equipment—millions of $

Total goods exported (Quebec)
millions c

74,000

Total goods exported
(Quebec)

mining and quarrying
equipment, oil and gas
equipment

Source: Institut de la statistique du Québec, Trade by industry in Quebec and in Canada.

Examples of equipment exports

SECToR

eQUIPMENT
Drills and drilling equipment

EXPLORATION

Geomatics software
Remote sensing equipment
Roger drill (for risers)
Communication equipment
for enclosed spaces

mining
and
quarrying

Mine support structures
Ventilation equipment
Dismountable crushing
plants
Blasting platforms
Risers
Tools for measuring ore loads

Processing

Crushers
Flotation plants

Source: Research based on supplier files provided by the
six leading mining companies (Agnico-Eagle, ArcelorMittal,
Iamgold, Inmet, QIT and Xstrata).

 Available statistics integrate data for mining equipment
with those for gas and oil equipment, but the latter
seems fairly limited in relation to the overall group.
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Conclusions
for Quebec

Available statistics15 suggest that in the mining
equipment sector, Quebec exports have enjoyed
strong growth in recent years and have reached a
significant level of export.
• Exports

of mining equipment have increased
from less than $65 million in 2000 to nearly
$196 million in 2008. Equipment manufacturers’
exports are equivalent to more than 10% of the
value of minerals exported by Quebec in 2008.
• This

growth corresponds to an annual rate of
14%, while growth decreased slightly for overall
exports of Quebec goods in this period. It
should be noted that losing the advantage of
the US exchange rate over the past decade does
not seem to have had any negative impact on
the value of exports. This is partly due to high
demand, but also to the competitive advantage
provided by innovation in terms of the margin
for negotiation and setting prices on foreign
markets.
Obviously, the growth and diversity in exports of
equipment and specialized systems represent
major commercial advances, which can be attri
buted to technological breakthroughs.

15
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5. INNOVATION

Innovation
Reasons for
this analysis
While innovation is one of the drivers of an
industry’s growth and competitiveness, it does
not result from a process whose outcome is
assured, either technologically or commercially.
Some modes of industrial and regional
organization make it possible, however, to
optimize innovation in specific regions.16 In
particular, there are regional innovation systems
(RIS) whose geographic scope can vary (city,
region, province) but which have in common
the sharing of information and research
between companies, universities and research
centres. The presence of such a system in
Quebec may suggest a basis of a sustainable
competitive advantage for the mineral industry
cluster.

Conclusions
for Quebec
In Quebec, several universities (INRS, McGill,
Polytechnique, Laval, UQAC, UQAM and
UQAT) are active in the mineral industry
cluster, through programs (nine identified)
and/or research chairs. A total of 20 chairs
were identified, relating to a particular aspect
or the entire mineral industry cluster. As well,
there are at least six research consortiums.
They include the Consortium de recherche en
exploration minière (CONSOREM), Consortium
de recherche minérale (COREM), Diversification
de l’Exploration minérale au Québec (Divex)
and Société de Recherche et de Développement
minier (SOREDEM). Studies involving both
industries and universities have led to several
specific projects, including:
• use

of hydrogen as fuel for vehicles in underground mine (e.g. hybrid shuttle-loaders);

 See the work of Lundvall, Freeman et al. since
the 1980s.
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• technologies for thermal fragmentation;
• techniques

for breaking rock without
explosives;
• water decontamination processes;
• processes

for the chemical dissolution
of gold;
• other (e.g. antivibratory handles).
This regional innovation system extends both
organizationally (companies, universities and
government agencies) and geographically
(major urban centres and the regions). To
date, this system has fostered technological
advances and commercial breakthroughs.

17
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Contribution to
socio-economic
development of
the regions
Reasons for this analysis
At the local level, the contribution of local mining industry cluster companies takes the form of job opportunities
for local workers, procurement from local suppliers, local taxes and support for civil society, which comprises
non-profit organizations that contribute to the community in some manner. This contribution to the socioeconomic development of the regions is part of the social aspect of sustainable development and warrants
closer examination to obtain a better understanding of an industry’s contribution.

6. Contribution to socio-economic development of the regions
Non-profit organizations that
receive donations from large
mining companies
Quebec - 2006 - 2008
Environment
3  %

Business
community
3  %

Municipal
activities
1  %

Other
5%
Charity
9%

Mining industry, transport
equipment and infrastructures

type

Sports & recreation
31 %

rail

Health
10 %
Family &
youth
12 %

Culture
12 %

1,000  km track
Nearly 100 locomotives
2 deep-water ports

Education &
training
14 %

MARITIME

10 docks
1 ice-breaker

AiR

Sources: E&B DATA survey of the six major mining
companies. Includes more than 10 facilities in Quebec
(Agnico-Eagle, ArcelorMittal, Iamgold, Inmet, QIT and
Xstrata).

infrastructures
& equipment

1 landing strip
1 large-capacity aircraft

Source: E&B DATA survey of the six major mining
companies (Agnico-Eagle, ArcelorMittal, Iamgold,
Inmet, QIT and Xstrata)

Conclusions
for Quebec
In the resource regions, the share of wages and
salaries paid in the mining Regional County
Municipalities by mining companies represents
about 26% of all wages in these counties.17 In
addition to this direct contribution to local
purchasing power, mining establishments also
spend on procurement from local suppliers.
Excluding salaries and wages, local and regional
operating expenses for members of the
Association minière du Québec was approxi
mately $900 million in 200918.
Along with local spending related to operations,
the mining companies contribute to local
recreational infrastructures (e.g. arenas and
swimming pools), where the operating cost
and/or maintenance comes from the initial
funding or the local taxes paid by companies in
the mineral industry cluster.
The breakdown of donations to non-profit
organizations by the six major mining companies
corresponds more or less to a government
portfolio. Of the approximately 1,000 nonprofits that receive support, 31% are involved in
sports and recreation, 14% in education and
training, 12% in culture, 12% in family and youth
services (other than sports and recreation,
education and training) and 10% in health.

Companies are sometimes prompted to make a
commitment to maintain the quality of life of
their fellow citizens when public administrations
make budget cuts in some social programs. This
support, of course, has benefits for the main
employers—and is often the case with mines—
since it helps attract and retain workers and
their families in the regions, with a quality of life
and community environment that is acceptable
and appealing.
In the resource regions, the mining companies’
contribution cannot be measured solely in
monetary terms since a significant part of their
contribution is made in time, equipment (e.g.
loans of office equipment), or services (e.g.
transportation and emergency services).
Assessing the value of financial contributions to
local communities is complex since, in addition
to annual payments, there are one-time
contributions or investments which are more
difficult to tally. Some examples:
•M
 ore than $35 million in revenue sharing in
2008 with Quebec First Nations communities,
excluding donations to First Nations nonprofits (e.g.: festivals).
•T
 he large mining companies have developed
or maintain transportation infrastructures and
equipment whose reconstruction value has
been established by E&B DATA at more than
$6 billion.
 Sources: Institut de la statistique du Québec and E&B
DATA.
 Source: Association minière du Québec – 2009
economic and tax statistics.
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tax
Contributions
Quebec government tax revenues and expenditures
in the mineral industry cluster – 2000 to 2007 (estimated)
(millions of $)

600

Eight new mines opened
between 2000 and 2009

Ten new mines announced
for 2010-2013

500
400
300
200
100
2000

2001

Spending (tax relief)

2002

2003

Net revenue

2004

2005

2006

2007

Gross revenue (amounts received)

Revenue for the Quebec government: Income tax on direct and indirect wages in the exploration, mining and quarrying
and processing of mineral resources, taxes paid on products and services (excise tax, QST), mining royalties, claims and
leases, and other payments (prospectors, staking tags, etc.).
Expenses for the Quebec government: tax credits for resources, repayable credits for losses, basic deductions of 100%
of Canadian costs for flow through shares, deductions related to resources, fuel tax refunds accorded to mining companies.
Sources: E&B DATA, based on statistical data from the following sources: (1) Public accounts of Quebec; (2) Institut de
la statistique du Québec, 2004 multipliers, Tableaux d’impact économique du modèle intersectoriel du Québec; (3)
Statistics Canada: Table 304-0015: Manufacturing sales, North American Industry Classification System; Quebec; Sales
of manufactured goods (shipments); Catalogue no 26-223-X (Metal ore mining) and no 26-226-X (Non-metallic mineral
mining and quarrying); (4) Natural Resources Canada: Exploration expenditures, mineral production in Canada, by
province and territory.

7. Tax contributions

Reasons for
this analysis

Conclusions
for Quebec

The Quebec government’s strategic support for
the mineral industry cluster has been designed
to meet the needs of an industry characterized
by the risk inherent in discovering new ore deposits and by cycles associated with steep variations in the price of raw materials. It must also
mitigate the impact of closing old mines by
opening new mines.

On average

•T
 he Quebec government’s actions take the
form of a series of tax incentives, including tax
credits for flow through shares (allocation of
risk), accelerated tax depreciation system; tax
credit for resources, taking into account the
location of the site (sharing the risk with the
government for the development and occupation of the territory); fuel tax refunds (shared
with agricultural and forestry industries) and
deduction of one-third of the capital paid by
mining companies19.
The impact of these tax expenditures is,
however, reduced by tax revenues related to
the economic activities of the overall mineral
industry cluster. Thus, while government aid is
largely focused upstream, i.e. on exploration,
most of the benefits are downstream in mining
and quarrying and processing. If the workers’
provincial income tax throughout the industry
cluster is taken into account, along with other
revenues such as tax on the added value of
transactions in Quebec, a more complete
portrait of the impact on public finances is
obtained.

 A mining company can reduce its tax on capital by
33 1/3% provided that its gross earnings for the year
are derived from a mineral resource.
20 
Estimate. Corporate income tax was not estimated, nor
were company and worker contributions to the Quebec
Pension Plan and Commission de la Santé et de la
Sécurité du Travail du Québec. The financial guarantee
for remediation was also not taken into account.
21
 Source: “Mine Openings, Reopenings, Closings,
Expansions and Temporary and Definitive Closings
in Canada, 1994 to 2007, Natural Resources Canada.
19

From 2000 to 2007, with $110 million in average
annual tax spending in support of the industry,
the Quebec government took in $391 million
in new gross tax revenues, for average net revenues of $281 million per year.

2007
For 2007, the latest year for which complete
statistics are available, the gross tax receipts
of the Quebec government were $531 million,
including:
•$
 395 million in income tax on direct and
indirect workers;
•$
 37 million in taxes (notably taxes on added
value);
•$
 99 million in revenues on mineral rights and
claims paid by the exploration sector.
For this same year, credits and deductions for
the mineral industry totalled $204 million. Net
tax revenue for the Quebec government was
$327 million for 200720, an increase compared
to an average of $281 million between 2000 and
2007.
Although support via direct tax assistance,
technical support or financing is aimed primarily
at mining exploration, these tools allow the
government to contribute actively to the
development of a strong mineral industry
cluster. As well, support for exploration has
produced results since eight new mines (Fabie
Bay, East Amphi, Langlois, Croinor, Lac Herbin,
Goldex, Casa Berardi and Persévérance) opened
between 2000 and 2009, and 10 more are
expected to open between 2010 and 2013. The
opening of these new mines led to the creation
of 1,230 direct jobs that offset the loss of 994
jobs in the 10 mines shut down since 200021.

21
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Exploration
Reasons for this analysis
All industries seek new sources of business in order to
ensure their continued existence. The mineral industry
conducts research and development downstream on uses
for metals and upstream on finding new deposits, through
exploration. This requires high levels of investment over
many years so that existing reserves can be replaced. The
level of activity on this latter point and the associated
funding are critical elements in evaluating the viability
and the very future of the mineral industry cluster in the
economy and in the regions.

8. EXPLORATION

Conclusions
for Quebec
Exploration expenditures
Quebec – 2000 -2008 (in millions of $)
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Source: Natural Resources Canada, based on federalprovincial-territorial records of mining exploration
spending, evaluation of deposits and development of
mine complexes (June 2009).
Note: Excludes Géologie Québec.

The exploration industry is increasingly active in
Quebec, and its activities have grown by an
average of 65% per year since 2000 to $441
million in 2008, including a tax contribution
from the government for 23% of total expenses.
For every dollar provided by the government of
Quebec, the private sector invests $2.55,
specifically the SMEs (the “juniors”).
This activity is primarily in the Nord-du-Québec
region (57% of exploration expenditures),
followed by the Abitibi-Témiscamingue region
(32%), and the Côte-Nord region, (8%). The
activity is intense in the Abitibi-Témiscamingue
region considering the land area because of its
exceptional geological features (Cadillac Fault
zone)22.

Sources: Ministère des Ressources naturelles et de la
Faune and Institut de la statistique du Québec (2007).
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Distribution of funding for
exploration spending
Quebec – 2008

Public
28 %

Private
72 %

Sources: Natural Resources Canada, based on federalprovincial-territorial records of mining exploration
expenditures, evaluation of deposits and development
of mine complexes. Ministère des finances du Québec,
2008.
Note: Public funding includes spending by Géologie
Québec and fiscal spending in tax credits and benefits.
Private funding includes the portion invested by mining
exploration companies, after deduction of tax credits
and benefits.
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Investment
Reasons for this analysis
In addition to jobs or exports, an industry’s viability depends of various types of investments for the purpose
of modernizing or expanding facilities or upgrading them in order to comply with environmental regulations
or health and safety standards. Analysis of recent and projected data regarding investments can shed light
on the future of an industry within an economy.

9. INVESTMENT

New mining projects announced
in Quebec
project
Canadian Malartic
Éléonore
Westwood
Raglan Sud
Lac Bloom
Matoush
Renard et Lynx
Lac MacLeod
Laronde II
Coulon

Company

ore

region

Announced
amount $M

Osisko

Gold

Abitibi-Témiscamingue

1  000

Goldcorp

Gold

Nord-du-Québec

750

Iamgold

Gold

Abitibi-Témiscamingue

514

Canadian Royalties et
Nickel
Jilin Jien Nickel Industry

Nord-du-Québec

500

Consolided Thompson
Lundmark

Côte-Nord

410

Iron

Ressources Stracteco

Uranium

Nord-du-Québec

343

Stornoway

Diamonds

Nord-du-Québec

308

Western Troy Capital
Ressources

Copper/
molybdenum

Nord-du-Québec

248

Agnico-Eagle

Gold/silver/
zinc/copper

Abitibi-Témiscamingue

233

Mines Virginia

Copper/zinc

Nord-du-Québec

16

Source: E&B DATA, based on public
announcements and validated with industry
representatives (September 2009).

Amounts attributed to
investments, by type of project
Breakdown by type of investment

year

Numbers
of
respondentS

2006

13

53 %

20 %

22 %

2007

13

53 %

34 %

8%

5%

2008

16

61 %

18 %

17 %

3%

2009

10

41 %

47 %

10 %

2%

Modernization Expansion

Exploration

Environmental
and other
5%

Source: E&B DATA – Survey of mining
establishments
Note: Data for 2009 is estimated.

Conclusions
for Quebec
The comparative analysis of capital investments
in the mining industry shows more pronounced
cycles than in the rest of the economy, but also
more activity since the economic slowdown.
Overall, growth in the value of capital investments in the mining industry has averaged 8%
annually since 2000, compared to 6% for the
rest of the Quebec economy.
Between 2006 and 2008, 53% to 61% of expen
ses have been used to modernize equipment,
18% to 34% for expansion, and 3% to 5%
for environment-related expenses. In addition
to these activities, new projects valued at
approximately $4 billion have been announced.
When considering only projects valued at more
than $200 million, there are nine new development
projects, including five in the Nord-du-Québec
region, three in the Abitibi-Témiscamingue
region and one in the Côte-Nord region. The
schedule for completion, which depends on
economic recovery, has not yet been determined.
However, the impact on employment will be
significant. For instance, the Comité action mines
for the Nord-du-Québec region estimates that
1,000 workers will be needed to fill new positions
on sites that will be developed in the next five
years.23

The Lure of the North (an organization funded by
Xstrata zinc, Xstrata Nickel, Mines Opinaca (Goldcorp),
three Quebec government ministries, the James Bay
school board, Centre d’études collégiales de
Chibougamau, and two paragovernmental
organizations).
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Capital investments
in the mining industry
Quebec – 1980-2008
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Index: 100 for 1980
Source: Statistics Canada, Table 31-0002.
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CONCLUSION

An appropriate information base is essential to allow for a renewed discussion of an
industry’s contribution to Quebec society
in the context of sustainable development.
In this regard, it is useful to examine the
contribution of Quebec’s mineral industry
cluster from a value chain perspective.
In 2006, there were 36,000 direct jobs
in the Quebec mineral industry cluster.
Overall, this industry cluster accounts for
12% of total goods exported in Quebec.
Government support helps compensate
for the sharp cycles in the industry, as well
as the risk inherent in mining exploration.
Overall, the Quebec economy and the
government’s public finances benefit from
the mineral industry cluster’s success.
Quebec’s mineral industry cluster is the
top performer on foreign markets when
compared to all other major industrial
sectors in the province, in an international
market that has grown rapidly in recent
years and for which analysts predict a
recovery based on a strong underlying
demand in newly industrialized countries
in the first half of the 21st century.

The industry cluster’s success has benefits
for regions, not just those where mines
are located (1,800 suppliers identified in
the Montreal region). Some of these
suppliers have developed expertise that
is recognized abroad: mining equipment
exports are one of the dynamic sectors in
Quebec, often bolstered by close ties with
most Quebec universities and more than
20 research chairs and centres.
Lastly, development work announced for
the opening of 10 new mines will contribute
to the strength of Quebec’s economic
recovery.
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